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Confirmed speakers: 
• Kellie Blair, owner of Blair Farms 

• Hervé Duteil, chief sustainability officer, BNP Paribas  

• Michel Santos, director, global sustainability, Bunge 

• Ryan Sirolli, global row crop sustainability director, Cargill 

• Courtney Hall, senior sustainability manager, Cargill 

• Caitlin Leibert, sustainability director, Chipotle Mexican Grill 

• Jeff Doyle, US head of food business, Compassion in World Farming 

• Katya Hantel, senior director, sustainability, Conagra Brands  

• Ignacio Gavilan, director of environmental sustainability, The Consumer Goods Forum  

• Tina Owens, senior director, food and agriculture impact - public affairs, Danone 

• Molly Laverty, senior sustainability manager, Del Monte Foods 

• Danna Smith, executive director, Dogwood Alliance  

• Xavier Roussel, vice president marketing and sustainability, Dole Food Company 

• Maggie Monast, director, working lands, Environmental Defense Fund 

• Luis Carazo Jimenez, head of unit a.3 the Americas, DG agriculture and rural development, European 
Commission  

• Brandon Hunnicutt, owner at Hunnicutt Farms and Field to Market Chair 

• Amy France, farm manager, France Family Farms  

• Kevin O'Donnell, sustainability strategy advisor, FTW Ventures 

• Paloma Lopez, CEO and Co-founder, Future Fit Foods 

• Ian Suwarganda, head of policy and advocacy, Golden Agri Resources 

• Jay Watson, sourcing engagement manager, global sustainability, General Mills 

• Maik Marahrens, senior campaign advisor - forests, Greenpeace  

• Rebekah Moses, director of sustainability, Impossible Foods  

• Sophia Murphy, executive director, Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy 

• Kate Schaffner, sustainable agriculture lead, Kellogg Company 

• Jason Glaser, CEO, La Isla Network  

• Julie Poitras-Saulnier, CEO and Co-founder, Loop Mission  

• Jessica Meisinger, North American sustainability lead, Merck Animal Health  

• Kim Marotta, global senior director corporate responsibility and enterprise risk management, Molson 
Coors Beverage Company  

• Olivier Tichit, director for sustainable supply chain, Musim Mas 

• Rob Nicholls, general manager of programs and projects, Musim Mas 

• Nathalie Walker, director, tropical forest and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation 

• Simon Hall, senior manager, tropical forests and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation 

• Ashley Allen, chief sustainability officer, Oatly 

• Travis Hopcott, owner at Hopcott Farms supplying Ocean Spray Cranberries Supplier 

• Helen Ripmeester, associate director inclusive value chains and private sector, Oxfam  

• Rob Meyers, senior director sustainable agriculture, PepsiCo 

• Tess Harper, US food lead, Quantis  

• Aparajita Bhalla, senior director markets transformation, Rainforest Alliance  

• Anastasia Volkova, CEO, Regrow 

• Becky Hall, sustainability lead, Restaurant Brands International  

• Erin Billman, executive director, Science Based Targets Network 

• Stewart Leeth, chief sustainability officer, Smithfield Foods 

• Byron Rath, sustainability specialist, Soil Health Institute 

• Caroline Bushnell, director of corporate engagement, The Good Food Institute 

• Greg Fishbein, director, agriculture finance, The Nature Conservancy  

• Karen Christensen, senior director, office of animal welfare, Tyson Foods 

• Erin Fitzgerald, CEO, U.S. Farmers & Ranchers in Action 

• Mark Wagoner, farmer, Wagoner Touchet Farms 

• Anbinh Phan, director, global government affairs, Walmart  

• Jon Hixson, chief sustainability officer and vice president global government affairs, Yum! Brands 
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Day 1: Tuesday 23rd March  

1.00-1.50 Evolving legislation and policy change: The upcoming impacts on food and agriculture  
 

Joe Biden’s victory in the recent US election means that food and agriculture businesses will be 
facing numerous changes when it comes to trade, aid and environmental policies, especially with the 
US re-joining the Paris agreement. Biden's plan calls for revamping trade policy to boost exports, 
increasing investment in renewable energy and rural broadband, and promoting the purchase of 
local and regional food products. The plan also aims to make American agriculture the first in the 
world to achieve net-zero emissions through a mix of incentives and by allowing farmers to 
participate in carbon markets. 
 

In this opening session we’ll discuss what agribusiness can expect in the coming months and years 
and how best to adjust and prepare.  
 

➢ Jon Hixson, chief sustainability officer and vice president global government affairs, Yum! Brands 
➢ Luis Carazo Jimenez, head of unit A.3 the Americas, DG agriculture and rural development,  

European Commission   
➢ Sophia Murphy, executive director, Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy 
➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 
 
1.50-2.00 Break  
 

2.00-3.00 Regenerative agriculture: Is it set to deliver the transformation needed?   
 

‘Regenerative agriculture’ is being integrated more and more into company practices. But what does 

it actually mean? Is it just a new buzzword to describe what we previously knew as ‘sustainable 

agriculture’ or does it represent a revolutionary set of principles? 
 

In this session we will discuss: 
 

• How to define regenerative agriculture 

• Is regenerative agriculture an approach that all farmers can implement, regardless of crop or 
location? 

• What are the limits to regenerative agriculture and how can they be overcome to achieve 
scale? 

 

➢ Tina Owens, senior director, food and agriculture impact - public affairs, Danone 
➢ Stewart Leeth, chief sustainability officer, Smithfield Foods  
➢ Ryan Sirolli, global row crop sustainability director, Cargill 
➢ Anastasia Volkova, CEO, Regrow 
➢ Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 
 

3.00-3.10 Break 
 

3.10-4.00 What’s the role of finance in funding agricultural transformation? 
 

Finance will play a pivotal role in delivering the transformation required in agriculture. The systemic 

shift towards more sustainable systems is going to require a significant amount of financial backing 

and a variety of innovative funding models.    
 

In this session, our panel of experts and finance professionals will assess the viability new and 

existing funding mechanisms. Following our earlier panel on regenerative agriculture, they will also 

provide the investor perspective into this approach and the opportunity to redirect capital towards a 

regenerative food system.  
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➢ Hervé Duteil, chief sustainability officer, Americas, BNP Paribas  
➢ Jason Glaser, CEO, La Isla Network   
➢ Maggie Monast, director, working lands, Environmental Defense Fund 
➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 
 
 
 
Day 2: Wednesday 24th March  
 

9.15-10.10 Farmer perspectives: The key sustainability challenges and successes from the ground  
 

In this session, we’ll be joined live by farmers across North America to hear about their sustainability 
journeys, challenges and successes first-hand.  
 

We’ll ask them to discuss points such as: 
 

• What are the key challenges on your farm to meeting sustainability goals and criteria? 

• How can business enable you to overcome these issues? 

• What are the most successful and sustainable initiatives and practices that you have 
deployed on your farm, and how did these come about? 
 

➢ Brandon Hunnicutt, owner at Hunnicutt Farms and Field to Market Chair  

➢ Travis Hopcott, owner at Hopcott Farms supplying Ocean Spray Cranberries  

➢ Kellie Blair, owner at Blair Farms 

➢ Erin Fitzgerald, CEO, US Farmers and Ranchers in Action 

➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 
 

10.10-10.20 Break 
 

10.20-11.20 Climate positive food: How to deliver on ambitious climate goals within supply chains 
 

2020 was set to be a pivotal year for progress on climate. Instead, the urgency to tackle climate 

change and increase food security was simply amplified by the global COVID-19 pandemic. With 

targets set, expectations raised and the stakes incredibly high, the questions now turn to how 

companies can plan and implement the next ten years of action in order to achieve climate positive 

supply chains.  
 

Throughout this session our panel of speakers will assess what practical action is required for 

companies to deliver on ambitious climate goals. We’ll highlight leading practices to date, and 

debate where and how collaboration will be required to achieve impact at scale. 
 

➢ Ashley Allen, chief sustainability officer, Oatly 
➢ Kate Schaffner, sustainable agriculture lead, Kellogg Company  
➢ Rebekah Moses, director of sustainability, Impossible Foods  
➢ Tess Harper, US food lead, Quantis 
➢ Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 

 

 

11.20-11.30 Break 
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 Climate Action Farms & Land 

11.30-12.20 Resilient smallholder supply chains: How to 
build supply chain durability, whilst 
ensuring sustainable rural communities 
 
➢ Rob Nicholls, general manager of 

programs and projects, Musim Mas  
➢ Helen Ripmeester, associate director 

inclusive value chains and private sector, 
Oxfam 

➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing 
director, Innovation Forum 

 
 
 
 
(Discussion group) 

Making and enabling the business case for 
farmers: What are the best incentives, and 
co-operative approaches? 
 
➢ Kim Marotta, global senior director 

corporate responsibility and enterprise risk 
management, Molson Coors Beverage 
Company 

➢ Aparajita Bhalla, senior director markets 
transformation, Rainforest Alliance 

➢ Kevin O’Donnell, sustainability strategy 
advisor, FTW Ventures 

➢ Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, 
Innovation Forum 

 
(Discussion group) 

12.20-12.50 Lunch break  

12.50-1.20 Speed networking 

1.20-1.30 Break 

1.30-2.20 Zero deforestation commodities: Cross-
commodity insights to overcome the final 
barriers to deforestation free supply chains 
 
➢ Rob Meyers, sustainable agriculture 

director, PepsiCo 
➢ Simon Hall, senior manager, tropical 

forests and agriculture, National Wildlife 
Federation 

➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing 
director, Innovation Forum 

 
 
 
 
(Discussion group) 

Regenerative agriculture, biodiversity and 
healthy soils: Practical examples from leading 
initiatives 
 
➢ Courtney Hall, senior sustainability 

manager, Cargill 
➢ Jay Watson, sourcing engagement 

manager, global sustainability, General 
Mills 

➢ Byron Rath, sustainability specialist, Soil 
Health Institute  

➢ Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, 
Innovation Forum 

 
 
(Discussion group) 

2.20-2.30 Break 

2.30-3.20 Climate change and water management: 
Are Science Based Targets for water the 
future? 
 
o Erin Billman, executive director, Science 

Based Targets Network 
o Mark Wagoner, farmer, Wagoner 

Touchet Farms 
o Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing 

director, Innovation Forum 
 
(Discussion group) 

Supply chain labour conditions: How business 
can best elevate upstream social 
sustainability 
 
o Ian Suwarganda, head of policy and 

advocacy, Golden Agri Resources 
o Anbinh Phan, director, global government 

affairs, Walmart 
o Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, 

Innovation Forum 
 
 
(Discussion group) 
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3.20-3.30 Break 

3.30-4.20 Natural Climate Solutions: What do credible large-scale projects look like?  
 

Climate change is a global emergency. Reducing the amount of GHG emissions emitted by 
agriculture is top priority for many companies within the industry. Natural climate solutions have the 
huge potential to tackle climate change through a three-pronged approach: reducing GHG emissions 
related to land use and changes in land use, capturing and storing additional carbon dioxide from the 
atmosphere and improving resilience of ecosystems, thereby helping communities adapt to the 
increase in flooding and dry spells associated with climate change.  
 

In this session, we’ll hear from leading NGOs on natural climate solutions that are being used today, 
as well as discussing how to scale them to their full potential.  
 
➢ Danna Smith, co-founder and executive director, Dogwood Alliance  

➢ Greg Fishbein, director, agriculture finance, The Nature Conservancy 

➢ Maik Marahrens, senior campaign advisor - forests, Greenpeace  

➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Day 3: Thursday 25th March  
 

9.00-9.50 Global food waste and the SDGs: How can companies reduce and eliminate food waste 
in the supply chain 
 

SDG 12 includes indicator 12.3.1 to address global food loss and waste, but how much progress has 
been made in this area so far? 
 

Despite our global agricultural systems producing more than enough food to feed everybody on the 
planet, millions of people worldwide still went hungry in the last year. The United Nations estimates 
that roughly one third of all the food produced for human consumption is lost or wasted every year.  
 

In this session we’ll hear from expert speakers on the following topics: 
 

• Where along the supply chain is the majority of food waste coming from and why? 

• An exploration of circular food systems. What are they and how do they work? Are they a 
more practical and timely solution to tackling the waste at the source? If so, how? 

• Best practice case studies of food waste reduction programmes  
 

➢ Jessica Meisinger, North American sustainability lead, Merck Animal Health  

➢ Julie Poitras-Saulnier, CEO and cofounder, Loop Mission 

➢ Molly Laverty, senior sustainability manager, Del Monte Foods 

➢ Moderator: Ignacio Gavilan, director of environmental sustainability, The Consumer Goods 

Forum 
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9.50-10.00 Break 

 

11.00-11.50 Case studies: How technology can enable sustainable agriculture 
 

Q&A: Agtech for today and tomorrow: What are the new technologies that will transform 

agricultural systems? 

➢ Anastasia Volkova, CEO, Regrow 
Q&A: Supply chain traceability: Accessing data to drive increased traceability and positive impact 

across the value chain 

➢ Caitlin Leibert, sustainability director, Chipotle Mexican Grill  

Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 
 

11.50-12.20 Lunch break  
 

12.20-12.50 Speed networking  
 

During speed networking sessions, attendees will be matched with others for quick fire 1:1 virtual 

meetings. Over the course of the session, you will have the opportunity to meet a range of attendees 

and then follow up where appropriate with more detailed conversations via the meeting scheduler.  
 

12.50-1.00 Break  
 

1.00-1.50 The flood of transparency, has it driven trust or fuelled more confusion?  
 

Consumers are increasingly demanding transparency in their food. This desire has traditionally been 
driven by health-conscious consumers; but more recently food safety concerns have increased 
dramatically after the global pandemic. 
 

In this session, we’ll explore how food brands can keep up with customers demanding detailed, 
comprehensive and readily available information on a vast array of products. We’ll address topics 
such as: 

• New technologies that are enabling greater transparency throughout the supply chain 

• The level of transparency that consumers really want, is it as much as they say it is? 

• Is tall poppy syndrome something companies still worry about, or are they now ready for the 
era of ‘radical transparency’? 
 

➢ Michel Santos, director, global sustainability, Bunge  
➢ Katya Hantel, sustainability director, Conagra Brands 
➢ Nathalie Walker, director, tropical forest and agriculture, National Wildlife Federation 
➢ Olivier Tichit, director for sustainable supply chain, Musim Mas 
➢ Moderator: Ian Welsh, publishing director, Innovation Forum 

 Farms & Land  Innovation and Technology 

10.00-
10.50 

Animal welfare: How to monitor and ensure 
the protection and welfare of animals in your 
supply chain 
 

➢ Karen Christensen, senior director, office 
of animal welfare, Tyson Foods 

➢ Amy France, farm manager, France Family 
Farms 

➢ Moderator: Jeff Doyle, US head of food 
business, Compassion in World Farming 

(Discussion Group) 

Chemical vs. natural input: Is the industry 
ready to trade yield productivity for organic 
options?  
 

➢ Xavier Roussel, vice president marketing 
and sustainability, Dole Food Company  

➢ Jennie Schmidt, farmer, Schmidt Farms 
➢ Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, 

Innovation Forum 
 

(Discussion Group) 
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1.50-2.00 Break 
 

2.00-2.50 How business can deliver on changing consumer trends, demands and expectations 
 

The global pandemic has driven home the vulnerability and interconnectedness of our food, our 
health and our food systems to consumers all over the world. Inevitably consumer trends and 
demands will be highly influenced by this experience.  
 

In this session we’ll hear about: 
 

• Emerging changes in consumer behaviour, from higher demand for alternative proteins, 

higher food quality, and a more transparent supply chain.  

• The actions needed by business to meet these growing expectations and effectively 

communicate with consumers 
 

➢ Becky Hall, sustainability lead, Restaurant Brands International  
➢ Paloma Lopez, CEO and Co-founder, Future Fit Foods 
➢ Caroline Bushnell, director of corporate engagement, The Good Food Institute 
➢ Moderator: Toby Webb, founder, Innovation Forum 
 

2.50-3.00 Closing remarks 

 

 

 

REGISTER HERE 
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